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John Stuart Foster (1890 -1964)
born 1890/05/30 in Clarence, NS
attended Pictou Academy, Acadia,
and Mount Allison Universities
(graduated 1914)
spent (latter part of ?) WW I in USA
(Fort Monmouth, NJ – US Army signals corps)
awarded one of the newly-established (US) National
Research Fellowships
PhD studies at Yale 1920 – 1924
thesis:
Stark-effect spectroscopy in hydrogen and helium
fellow student:
Ernest Lawrence – later inventor of the cyclotron
E.O. Lawrence at Yale
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Assistant Professor at McGill (1924)

he joined
Arthur Eve
Louis King
Norman Shaw
Alice Vibert Douglas
David Keys

- chair
- radio engineering
- thermodynamics
- astronomy
- electrical properties of matter

Foster was the first professor who had not come via some kind of Cambridge connection
He was also the most modern – the Stark effect is very much a quantum phenomenon
The effect of Rutherford at McGill had pretty much decayed away – no serious nuclear physics was being done
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Institute for Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen (1926-27)

-

published his most important work (Stark – related)

-

obtained the admiration and respect of Bohr and Heisenberg

-

came to appreciate the direct, simple, intuitive approach to
theory and experiment

35 pages of text and diagrams.....

Heisenberg and Bohr
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Accomplishments and Honours
1929 - Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada
1930 - Sterling Fellow of Yale
1935 - Fellow of the Royal Society of London
1935 – Macdonald Professor of Physics at McGill
25 graduate students wrote theses on the Stark
effect but by the end of the 1920s it was getting to
be a ‘mature’ science
Foster had reached the point where university
administrators knew him and wanted to keep him
"As far as I could learn abroad Dr. Foster's work has created much
favourable comment and he is rapidly winning for himself a splendid
place in the world of Physics. Undoubtedly, he will go far and I am
most anxious to keep him at McGill.” – Principal Arthur Currie
Journal of the Franklin Institute (1930) - 45 pages
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Particle Accelerators
nuclear physics was limited by the energies of naturally-occuring high-energy particles
(e.g. alpha particles from radium)
people were trying to devise ways to accelerate particles like protons artificially
three classes
- electrostatic
Van de Graaff - 1929
Cockcroft-Walton - 1932
- induction
Betatron – 1935
- radiofrequency
Drift-tube (Wideroe) Linac - 1928
Cyclotron – 1931
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Cyclotrons
the idea is to exploit a natural resonance to give
the accelerated proton a series of small kicks –
two for each circular orbit in the magnetic field

Diagram from the original patent application (1932)

inspiration came from Wideroe’s drift-tube linac
Lawrence’s genius was to see that bending in a B field would
allow one to coil up a very long accelerator
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Cyclotron principle
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Cyclotron evolution

Livingston and Lawrence
1931 – 4.5 inch – 80 keV protons

1934 – 27 inch – 1.6 MeV protons
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Cyclotron proposal
-

idea first broached by Foster in the fall of 1933

- Robert Thornton (PhD 1933) dispatched to Berkeley on a Moyse Travelling Fellowship
-

McGill was biggest single contributor of guest manpower to the Rad Lab for some time afterwards
Arthur V Snell was in the same cohort

-

presentation to McGill board of governors in December 1936

-

proposal submitted to board November 1937

-

-

enthusiastic response

15 MeV
wrong emphasis?
$30.3 k equipment
$63.0 k building
emphasis placed on preventing a “brain-drain”
multidisciplinary use also – see next slide
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Cyclotron proposal
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Cyclotron proposal
- board approved spending $100k from university general funds
-

almost immediately back-pedalling started

-

March 1938 – recommend getting funds from 3 or 4 private donors

- planning and preparations (and financial waffling) went on until summer 1939
-

NIMBY-ism concerning the location (biologists)

-

architectural progress was slow due to technical nature of the building

-

technical plans promised by Lawrence were not supplied (they did not exist)

-

cost reviews by new principal

-

etc

- meanwhile events were unfolding in Europe .....
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World War II
-

in September, 1939 the cyclotron was immediately put on hold
-

principal of McGill asked General MacNaughton (NRC president) if it had military value

-

MacNaughton supported the cyclotron but could not think of any military applications

-

decision to reconsider after the war

- Foster stayed at McGill doing radar work but soon (1941) headed to MIT
where the real action was (and double the salary)
-

other members of the microwave antenna group included Alvarez, Purcell, and Dicke

- Foster used his experience with optics to invent the “Foster Scanner”
(capable of tracking a single bullet for 3 km)
-

he was awarded the US Medal of Freedom for his contributions

- While at MIT he returned to Montreal every two weeks to see family and
deliver lectures at McGill (and smuggle radar components)
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World War II – return from MIT
by 1944 McGill was desperate to get Foster back
- three faculty had retired
- students were in the army or doing graduate work elsewhere
- private money was flowing into McGill (thanks to J.W. McConnell)

letters sent on Oct 12, 1944 from McGill Principal (F.C. James)
to Foster and to Karl T Compton (President of MIT)
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World War II – return from MIT
-NRC was in the business of nuclear physics thanks to the Anglo-Canadian
effort at the Montreal Labs and Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

John Cockcroft lobbied C.J. Mackenzie (NRC) to obtain support for the
cyclotron and suggested it be an ‘outstation’ of the Chalk River operation
Foster was not amused, but returned to Montreal to re-engage
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Cyclotron Redux
-

Foster revised the proposal to incorporate arguments for increased energy - 25 MeV (eventually raised to 100 MeV)

-

stressed that the cyclotron would continue McGill ‘tradition of excellence’ in nuclear physics (despite a 40-year lapse)

-

with a combination of McGill and NRC support, the project was approved ($125 k authorized by McGill governors in 1944)

-

October 1946 convocation included honorary degrees for Bohr and Lawrence and an “official opening” of the lab

JS Foster, N Bohr, J Anderson, FC James, EO Lawrence
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Cyclotron Redux
lab in 1947

(cyclotron vault is under the
earthen mound with the ventilator)

later enlarged (1962) to add a
fourth floor and a beam hall for
experiments using the extracted
beam

November 1945 – construction of the lab starts
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Cyclotron Redux
cost of construction up to 1949 is stated as $350,000
much of the savings came from using graduate-student labour
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Cyclotron à Synchrocyclotron

the cyclotron equation no longer works
as the mass increases due to relativity
- the effect becomes important for energies
greater than 25 MeV

a solution to the problem was found by
E. McMillan (1945) and applied to the 184-inch
cyclotron at Berkeley: reduce the frequency as
particles gain energy – use a rotating condenser
beam is now structured – no longer CW
lower current as well
15 µs bursts
400 bursts/s
4 nA

M. S. Livingston Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. vol 1 1952
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starting in ~ 1950, the cyclotron was a productive engine for research
- 70 new isotopes were identified
- internal targets were bombarded, producing neutron-deficient isotopes
- complementary to the neutron-rich isotopes produced in reactors
in 1960 an external beam was commissioned, allowing reaction studies
- beta-delayed proton emission is arguably the most important
discovery made at the lab
between 1948 and 1968 about 125 MSc and PhD degrees were obtained
in 1964 the lab was named for Foster shortly before his death
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Foster Theses
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(part of) the building remains but has been re-purposed

all good things come to an end
- the lab was shut down in the late 1980s
(as part of the scaling back of nuclear physics in Canada)
-

the cyclotron was dismantled

-

the McGill profs became users of other machines
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John Stuart Foster

- extraordinary career and lasting legacy
- endowed with scientific and organizational gifts
- blessed with good luck; a knack for being in the
right place at the right time
- brought nuclear physics back to McGill
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Extras
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Robert L Thornton PhD 1933

-

went to Berkeley in 1933
co-author of first paper where ‘cyclotron’ name was used
built cyclotrons at U Michigan (1935) and WUSL (late 30s)
returned to Berkeley (1942) to assist in Calutron development
worked on Manhattan project in Oak Ridge
declined offer to direct CRNL
returned again to Berkeley (1945) – promoted to professor
served as assistant director (1954) and associate director (1959) of UCRL

First beam of 184-inch cyclotron,
November 1, 1946; foreground, left to
right, R. Thornton, Ernest Lawrence, Ed
McMillan, and James Vale
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Arthur H Snell PhD 1933
1851 Exhibition Scholarship (England-Canada) held at University of California, Berkeley, 1930-37;
Research Assoc., Univ. of Calif. 1937-38; Research Instructor, Univ. of Chicago, 1938-42; Chief,
Cyclotron Group, Manhattan Project (Chicago) 1942-44; Group Leader, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
1944-48; Director, Physics Division, ORNL, 1948-57; Director, Thermonuclear Div., ORNL 1958-67;
Assistant Director, ORNL, 1957-70; Associate Director, ORNL, 1970-71. Consultant, ORNL; Member,
Board of Directors, Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, 1959-62. Chairman, Subcommittee on
Nuclear Instruments and Techniques, National Academy of Science-National Research Council, 1954 -61.
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